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Political and Economic Update

E ntering the year 2003, political dynamics
revolved around 2004 election agendas. Civil
society groups staged a number of
demonstrations to protest against the rise of

electricity, telephone and water tariffs, and people
demanded that the Megawati government step down.
Meanwhile, political maneuverings by the government
in anticipation of the election resulted in the enactment
of new election laws in 2003.  These include laws on
the General Election of the President and Vice-
President, and on the Structure and Composition of
the MPR, among others.  The new laws set out
provisions for candidates, campaigns, and election
mechanisms.  It marked a milestone for democracy in

Indonesia, as for the first time Indonesian voters were
to directly elect the president and the vice-president,
as well as members of Parliament.  National
Education Laws were also passed, as well as the Bill
on the Military.  Forces that sparked debates within
society indicated the strength of the tensions among
the elites’ interests in winning the election. The
inauguration of 24 formal political parties by the
Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU) as contestants in the
election created protests from small parties that failed
to qualify as election contestants. 

The continued terror bombings still haunted many
places in Indonesia. Further, insecurity, poor law
enforcement and prolonged crises caused many
foreign investors to leave the country. In 2003, 34
foreign investors left an export processing zone in
North Jakarta without paying legally mandated
compensation to the workers. The Minister of
Manpower and Transmigration at that time
acknowledged that there was 23% increase in cases
relating to the termination of employment as
compared to 2002.  The factory closures also
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Indonesian migrant worker performs cultural dance in celebration of Kartini Day.  Hong Kong, 2005.
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contributed to mass unemployment in the region.
Critics point out that government policies clearly

favor a powerful, elite group, and work to maintain the
position of those in power.  The government’s
disregard of its more vulnerable citizens is shown in
its policies, such as the evacuation of the poor in
Jakarta, where people were living in tents while the
government took no heed. The government has also
proved heavy-handed in its handling of conflicts, as
can be seen in the conflict in Poso, Ambon and Papua
as well as the extension of martial law in Aceh after
peace talks with the Aceh separatists broke down in
May 2003.  The government also failed to carry out
certain responsibilities, as shown by
its delayed response to calamities
such as the Bohorok floods that
claimed 200 lives in November 2003
and the bomb blast at the JW
Marriot Hotel in August 2003. 

Corruption is rampant in
almost all fields of government
services, and there were many
reports of government wrongdoing.
As much as IDR305.5 trillion was
reported lost through corruption,
according to data provided by a
government minister in Kompas.1

Further, the case of the Indonesian
National Bank (BNI), which issued
a false letter of credit in the amount
of IDR1.7 trillion, as well as the
fictitious credit issued to
Indonesian People’s Bank (BRI)
caused the state to suffer a loss of
IDR294 trillion.  Many people lost
faith in the banking system when
the scandal was exposed. 

Meanwhile, economic conditions showed mixed
signs of stability.  The state budget deficit decreased
from 4.8% of the GDP in 2000 to 2% in 2003.
Inflation was suppressed from 60% in 1988 down to
6%, and the exchange rate stabilized to IDR8,500 per
US dollar, while the interest rate dropped below 9%
per annum.2 On the other hand, the country struggled
with its obligation to pay foreign debt, which reached
the amount of USD7.2 billion. This obligation has
weighed down Indonesia’s economic development. In
2002, domestic investments had decreased to 57% and
foreign investments had decreased to 35%. Despite

economic growth of 4 – 4.5%, which reached 4.6% in
the first month of 2004, it has been insufficient to
establish new jobs in the country.  The unemployment
and underemployment rates reached up to 40 million
people, while the incidence of poverty continued to
increase to 16% of the population. 

Economic conditions, along with policies that fail
to address poverty, have forced many Indonesians to
consider working abroad as one of their best options to
survive or escape poverty.  The comparatively higher
salaries in foreign countries and the poor economic
conditions in Indonesia have been the basic motivation
for people to go abroad, despite the risks of using

unlicensed sponsors and being cheated. These factors
impact returning migrant workers as well, who often
find it difficult to establish businesses or find other
investment opportunities in their home towns. Further,
there is little, if any information or mechanisms to find
jobs.  Due to these factors, many migrant workers find
themselves locked in a cycle of migration.  Moreover,
economic difficulties have also constrained the
establishment of workers associations or organizations
through which migrant workers could gain a better
awareness about their rights.
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Indonesians call for the abolishment of the death penalty for domestic workers and
other migrants in Singapore.  The black bags on their head symbolize people waiting for
execution.  Jakarta, Indonesia, July 2005.
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2003
February
(13) The Malaysian government begins
deportation of undocumented Indonesian
migrant workers, who are held in shelters
in Kalimantan.  Poor living conditions
mean that many suffer from ill health.

(25) The House of Representatives
endorses the 2003 Manpower Act,
which, among other provisions, stipulates
severance payments and addresses strike
activity. Indonesian parliament passes a
new electoral law; one of the provisions
sets a quota that the electoral lists of
political parties must have at least 30%
women.

May
Martial law is imposed in Aceh after

peace talks between the government and
separatist groups break down.

(8) Court hands down death sentences for
three suspects responsible for the 2002
Bali bombings.

(30) A new federation, the Federation of
Indonesian Migrant Workers (FOBMI,
now called the Indonesian Migrant
Workers’ Trade Union, or SBMI), is
organized to assist migrant workers. 

April
(1) The Minister of Manpower and
Transmigration lifts the ban on migrant
workers to the Middle East.

Indonesia suspends deployment to
specified countries in response to fears of

the spread of SARS.

May
(19) Indonesia launches an offensive
against Aceh separatists.

August
Major Indonesian banks establish
remittance services for migrant workers.

(6) A bomb goes off at the JW Marriott
hotel in Jakarta, killing at least 14 people
and injuring over 150.

September
(30) Hundreds of students and East
Timorese refugees rally to protest alleged
misuse use of funds intended for
refugees.

Indonesia Significant            

Migration Update

A total of 1,069,406 Indonesian migrant workers have
been deployed from 2001 through 2003, with 293,694
migrant workers deployed overseas in 2003 alone,
sending home USD75,639,513 in remittances. The
most popular destination countries continue to be the
Gulf countries, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong.
Although the Indonesian government prohibits migrant
workers from being deployed to Iraq, many migrants
are also working there.  The government has no data on
migrant workers in Iraq, and failed to make any
arrangements for their evacuation in the face of the US-
led war against Iraq.

Despite their significant contribution to the
country’s economy in the form of remittances,
however, the Indonesian government’s response to
migrant workers’ issues and needs are inadequate, and
migrant workers remain extremely vulnerable to abuse.
Major problems faced by Indonesian migrant workers
continue to include: harsh conditions, long stays and
forced labor at training camps; being cheated by
unscrupulous agents; coercion into falsifying travel
documents; excessive agency fees; verbal, physical,

sexual and psychological abuse by employers;
impounding of passports by employers; long, irregular
and arduous working hours; lack of sufficient days off;
underpayment or nonpayment of wages; arbitrary
termination of employment; deportation, arrest,
imprisonment and inhumane punishment by receiving
countries; and a lack of sufficient advisory and
counseling services in the country of employment.  

A recent study of Indonesian domestic workers,
for example, found that prospective migrant workers
continue to face a number of issues and needs during
the pre-departure stage of the migration process.3 These
included lack of information, migration through
unlicensed brokers, and harsh conditions in training
camps.  Only 10% of respondents of the research
reported that they had obtained information on the
realities of working overseas from the government or
independent sources; 60% said their information came
from job brokers.  This clearly leaves prospective
migrants vulnerable to deception during recruitment,
and prevents them from making informed decisions
about migration.  Brokers are another problem for
workers, as they are generally agents of licensed
recruitment agencies – a practice which has been
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November
(16) Flash floods sweep through
Bohorok in North Sumatra, killing
hundreds.

(24) Indonesia signs a decree to establish
an advocacy team to provide migrant
workers with legal protection.

December
(18) NGOs in Indonesia hold various
activities in celebration of International
Migrants’ Day. 

2004
February
(24) The government launches a
campaign in cooperation with NGOs to
fight human trafficking.

March
The Coordinating Minister for People’s
Welfare announces the deployment of
advocacy teams to Malaysia, Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait to help protect
migrant workers.

(26) Indonesia inaugurates its new
training center for migrant workers in
Batam.

April
(5) Legislative elections are held; women
win over 20% of DPD seats.

(25) Violence breaks out between
Christians and Muslims on the Moluccas
Islands.

May
(10) Indonesia and Malaysia sign an
MOU on the placement of migrant
workers in Malaysia; the MOU will take
effect on August 10, 2004.

(13) The Indonesian government
downgrades its earlier imposition of
martial law in Aceh, replacing it with a
declaration of a state of emergency.

Sources:
BBC News, Scalabrini Asian Migration
News

          Events 2003 - June 2004

banned by the Indonesian government in Labor
Ministerial Decree 104.A/2002.  Migrants who go
through brokers have no recourse if they encounter
problems, as the recruitment agent can always deny
any formal relationship with the broker.  In light of the
fact that 90% of respondents in the above research
went through such brokers, the potential for abuse is
considerable.  Training camps, which are mandatory in
Indonesia, unfortunately often only add to prospective
migrants’ hardship.  The average waiting period
reported by respondents was four to five months;

during this time, they often receive sub-standard food
and have to buy their own toiletries and other
necessities, adding to their expenses.  Worse, they are
generally not free to leave the camp.  Many reported
not even being able to communicate with their families
during their stay, which can be an extreme hardship in
the event of an illness or death of a loved one.

Falsification of information is another worrying
trend which gained attention in the case of two
Indonesian migrant workers taken hostage in Iraq.  The
kidnapping of the two workers, Istiqomah and

No                     Area 2001 2002 2003
Male Female Total                   Male Female Total Male Female Total

I Asia Pasific 45,183 132,964 178,147 97,940 140,384 238,324 65,225 44,497 109,722

II Middle East 9,828 106,769 116,597 18,771 223,190 241,961 14,513 169,257 183,770

III America 157 192 349 40 0 40 44 27 171

IV Europe 38 17 55 35 33 68 159 43 202

Total 55,206 239,942 295,148 116,786 363,607 480,393 80,041 213,824 293,865

TABLE 1: OVERSEAS PLACEMENT OF INDONESIAN MIGRANT WORKERS, 2001 - 2003

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration



Casingkem, was announced in the media, but it wasn’t
until they were recognized through their photos that
their families were aware of the situation – they had
been working in Iraq under false names.  The
falsification of information on migrants’ travel
documents appears to be systematized and widespread
– in a recent study of Indonesian migrant workers in
Hong Kong, for example,  74% of respondents
admitted that their personal data had been falsified in
some way.  According to data compiled by Migrant
Care, an Indonesian NGO, around 40,000 migrant
workers were deployed to Saudi Arabia using a
permanent address in Tegalega village, in Sukabumi.
Tegalega, however, has only around 6,000 inhibitants.

Despite the recognition of this problem, the
government has difficulties in taking quick action in
response due to the Ministry of Manpower and
Transmigration’s (MoMT) lack of a reliable database;
moreover the current practice of shuffling
responsibilies amongst the ministries of Foreign
Affairs, Internal Affairs and MoMT, leading to
inefficiency and ineffectiveness in handling migrants’
cases, has exacerbated the problem.  

Indonesian migrant workers continue to be
victims of physical and sexual abuse.  International
attention was given to the grim details of the Nirmala
Bonat case, an Indonesian domestic worker in
Malaysia who was brutally abused by her employer.
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No.                 Country 2001 2002 2003
Placement                               Male Female Total                Male                    Female Total Male Female Total

I Asia Pacific

1. Malaysia 33,944 40,416 74,390 87,566 65,114 152,68 57,034 32,405 89,439

2. Singapore 3385 30,359 33,924 80 15,991 0 5 6,098 6,103

3. Brunei

Darussalam 1,568 4,168 5,736 3,088 5,414 16,071 388 758 1,146

4. Hong Kong 2 22,620 22,622 1 20,430 8,502 1 3,508 3,509

5 Taiwan 2,192 33,794 35,986 3,178 32,744 20,431 1,307 623 1,930

6. South Korea 2,673 1,419 4,092 3,585 688 35,922 6,390 1,105 7,495

7. Japan 1,382 6 1,388 441 3 4,273 100 - 100

8. Others 7 2 9 1 - 444 1 - 1

1

II Middle East

1. Saudi Arabia 9,356 89,868 99,224 18,256 195,340 213,600 14,304 154,730 169,030

2. UAE 268 10,404 10,675 332 7 3 98 7 83

3. Kuwait 124 3,065 2 37 7,447 7,779 109 1,377 1,475

4. Bahrain 1 1,541 3,189 - 16,381 16,418 - 12,159 12,268

5. Qatar 28 984 1,542 55 666 666 2 88 88

6. Oman - 519 1,012 2 861 916 - 178 180

7. Jordan 29 334 519 89 1,309 1,311 - 495 495

8. Cyprus - - 363 - 1,144 1,233 - 226 226

9. Others 22 54 - - 23 23 - - -

76 12 12

Total 9,828 106,769 116,597 18,771 223,190 241,961 16,415 169,257 183,770

TABLE 2: PLACEMENT OF INDONESIAN MIGRANT WORKERS BY GENDER, 2001-2003

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration
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The case against Nirmala’s employer is still ongoing,
and many NGOs have criticized the Indonesian
government for its lack of support, while the
Malaysian government has also been criticized for its
handling of the case, as some believe the trial has
been unfair and one-sided.  The case highlighted the
lack of protection as well as the incidence of abuse
against Indonesian migrant workers. According to a
study conducted by the Consortium for Indonesian
Migrant Worker Advocacy (KOPBUMI) from 1999-
2003, migrant workers – particularly women – were
victims of violence.  In 2002, for example, there
were reportedly 1,308,765 cases of death, rape,

physical violence, deception or deportation.  Data
compiled by Migrant CARE indicated that at least
393 Indonesian migrant workers were sheltered at
the Indonesian Embassy in Kuala Lumpur due to
various forms of exploitation and abuse. 204
(52.56%) were fleeing their employers due to abuse
or non-payment of wages, 91 (22.82%) were forced
into sex work, 52 (13.33%) reported cases of neglect,
19 (4.87%) were victims of deceit, 7 (1.79%) were
terminated by their employer, 6 (1.54%) were sick,
and 8 (1.79%) were victims of rape. Another
notorious case involved 19 Indonesian migrant
workers who were neglected by their employers in

Migrants, migrants’ families and support groups gather to develop a savings agenda for Indonesian migrant workers. Jakarta, Indone-
sia, December 2003.
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TABLE 3: PLACEMENT OF INDONESIAN MIGRANT WORKERS 
(BY JOB SECTOR) 2001 – 2003

No Area 2001 2002 2003
Formal Informal Amount Formal                        Informal Amount Formal Informal Amount

I Asia Pacific 64,133 140,014 178,147  101,203 137,121 238,324 62,356 47,366 109,722
II Middle East 9,656 106,941 116,597 11,342 230,619 241,961 13,675 170,095 183,770
III America 349 0 34 940 0 40 171 0 171
IV Europe 55 0 55 68 0 68 202 0 202

Total 74,238 220,910 295,148 112,653 367,740 480,393 76,404 217,461 293,865

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration



Kuwait; in addition to their employers’ abuse, they
were later imprisoned and even raped.  Migrant
workers’ problems are still unsatisfactorily resolved
on a case-by-case basis by the government; as a
result of such ineptitude, abuse is likely to reoccur.

Underpayment and long working hours persist,
along with an insufficient number of rest days.  In the
aforementioned study on Indonesian domestic
workers in Hong Kong, for example, underpayment
and insufficient rest days were commonplace.  As
many as 42% were paid less than the legal minimum
wage mandated by Hong Kong law, while  48% of the

workers received only half of the rest days to which
they were entitled.  Repondents worked an average of
16 hours per day.

Migrant deaths – many under suspicious
circumstances – remains a serious issue.  During
2004, Migrant CARE recorded 54 cases of Indonesian
migrant workers’ death while abroad. Of the 54 cases,
many were unresolved in regard to determining the
cause of death, rights entitlements, and the even return
of the bodies to Indonesia. Other NGO data recorded
43 deaths in Malaysia (without identification of the
body), 25 in Singapore and 7 in Taiwan.
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CORRUPTION AND EXPLOITATION           

As TKIs (Indonesian overseas migrant workers) return from
overseas, they and their family members are potential victims
of multiple forms of corruption, exploitation, and abuse.  Ter-
minal III is a special terminal that was set up for TKIs, estab-
lished in 1999 by President Habibie. Before 1999, returnees
used the same terminals as other passengers. After 1999,
however, returning TKIs were shuttled from Terminal II to
Terminal III. Rather than streamline the process or benefit
TKIs, Terminal III is notorious for its corruption, its complex
bureaucratic procedures, and for the exploitation encountered
there by returned migrant workers. This box story explores
some of the problems they encounter as they are routed to
and from Terminal III at Soerkarno-Hatta Airport, Jakarta.  It
is an abstract of a KOPBUMI report based on interviews with
staff members and officials and observations of activities at
the Soerkarno-Hatta Airport in January and March of 2002.  

PROCEDURES AND ABUSES
Approximately 90% of TKIs are women (TKWs). The vast
majority of them arrive at the airport from Saudi Arabia, and
most are returning to homes in Central and West Java.
Returning from overseas work, like other passengers, they
arrive at Terminal II. As they pass through immigration, how-
ever, they are immediately identified as TKIs from their pass-
ports by security officers. Once they are identified as TKIs,
they are shuttled through a special corridor for TKIs.  

The first potential point of vulnerability is faced by TKIs
who are identified as having successfully completed their
work contracts. They are approached with bogus offers from
personnel who offer them assistance to avoid or streamline
the Terminal III process for a fee.  

TKIs who need to purchase air tickets to their home des-
tinations face a different type of exploitation. They have no
option but to buy their tickets at the one travel bureau avail-
able, which holds a monopoly on air ticket sales. Such air
tickets are typically sold at inflated rates. Each day, approxi-
mately 15-20 people buy tickets to Surabaya and one or two
to Semarang and Mataram.  

From Terminal II, TKIs take a shuttle bus for a five
minute ride to Terminal III. Most TKIs arrive with several suit-
cases.  They are required to utilize trolleys to transport their
luggage within Terminal III, and to have porters unload their
baggage from the bus. They must pay for these services
upon arrival in Terminal III, where TKIs are required to go to
various counters, including a payment counter. There they
are charged IDR12,000; this includes IDR4,000 for the bus
ride from Terminal II, and IDR8,000 for the trolley and the
porter services. Although the official fee is collected in Termi-
nal III, TKIs are often pressured for additional illegal fees
when they enter the bus, from the porters, and for the use of
trolleys.

Upon arrival in Terminal III, TKIs face a variety of very
lengthy bureaucratic procedures. Their passports are
checked again and they are required to fill out numerous
forms. TKIs who are to be picked up by family members must
abide by special rules. Only legal spouses, natural parents or
natural brothers and sisters can meet them. Meanwhile, fami-
ly members must also provide a variety of information which
is checked against the information provided by the TKI.
Meanwhile, family members picking up TKIs must wait out-
side the terminal in a large grassy area separated by a tall
wire fence, where they are often approached by unofficial ille-
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           AT  TERMINAL III

gal "mediators" who offer to facilitate and accelerate the pro-
cess for a fee. These mediators are locals who are known by
the security personnel and police and are allowed to operate
with the understanding that they will not cause a “commo-
tion”. Family members and TKIs may also be illegally charged
by individuals staffing the Terminal III exit gate.  

At the data collection counter TKIs are required to pro-
vide a variety of personal information and information regard-
ing their employment and their status and work conditions.
Such information contributes to an official database. Those
who are on leave from their work, or who are muskilah (TKIs
who suffer an illness or had problem with their jobs) are sent
to the complaint service post. Their status and conditions are
coded on three different colored forms. Green forms indicate
TKIs who are on leave from their work. Yellow forms are for
those who returned due to physical or psychological illness.
Those who are physically ill are entitled to transportation by
the PJTKI1 to a regional public hospital, and those who are
mentally ill are transported to the Kramat Jati Police Hospital.
A red form is for those who returned due to problems with
their work. TKIs with problems report to BO-PJTKI2 who then
report the problems to the Ministry of Manpower and Trans-
portation. From December 2001 through March 2, 2003,
there were 6,056 such cases – about 8-10% of all returnees
had returned due to work related problems.  After interviews
and verification of their situations, muskilah are entitled to
free transportation home or to receive medical care. At the
time of the research there were approximately 50 muskilah
each day. 

TKIs who are transported home by one of the Aperjapti
transport vehicles face additional risks. Transport drivers are

often known to have made special arrangements with money
changers. They arrange for rest stops at restaurants where
TKIs are approached by illegal moneychangers who require
them to exchange foreign currency at very low exchange
rates. Similarly, some transport vehicles stop at posts along
the route where individuals dressed in Manpower Ministry
uniforms check through their belongings and demand that
they exchange their foreign currency at unfavorable rates.
Although the tickets for transport home were already prepaid
in Terminal III, drivers sometimes forcefully require additional
payment, sometimes amounting to hundreds of thousands of
rupiah. 

Far from facilitating the smooth reintegration of TKIs, the
situation in and surrounding Terminal III reflects a needlessly
complex and bureaucratic procedure that renders TKIs  vul-
nerable to many different forms of corruption, exploitation,
and abuse at each step of the way.       

Based on a study conducted by KOPBUMI (Konssorsi-
um Pembela Buruh Migran Indonesia) in January and March
2002. The study outlines the lengthy and complex bureau-
cratic process of arrival at the airport and the problems and
vulnerabilities faced by many TKIs and their family members
at the airport, in and en route to Terminal III, and during their
transport home. At the time of this research, approximately
400 TKIs passed through Terminal III each day.  

Endnotes:
1PJTKI is an Indonesian recruitment agency.
2Autonomous Body of PJTKI (BO-PJTKI).

Arrest and deportation is another problem which
continues to put migrant workers in extremely
vulnerable situations.  The deportations carried out by
Malaysia from 2001 – 2003 were notorious for the
rampant human rights abuses inflicted on migrant
workers (See Indonesia Country Report, AMY 2002-
03), and undocumented migrant workers in South
Korea and Taiwan were also subject to arrest and
deportation throughout the year (See South Korea and
Taiwan Country Reports in this issue for further
information.)  Indonesian migrant workers also faced

death sentences and life imprisonment in foreign
courts.  Up until 2004, 26 Indonesian migrant workers
were reportedly handed death sentences (15 in
Malaysia, 9 in Singapore and 2 in Saudi Arabia). 

Undocumented migrant workers, especially
women and children, are vulnerable to traffickers. In
some cases, deportees have been trafficked, sold either
to a new employer or as sex workers. Despite media
reports of increasing numbers of trafficked persons,
there have been no clear sanctions imposed on
traffickers or illegal recruiters. 
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Returning migrants also face discrimination at
Terminal III, a special airport terminal created
solely for migrant returnees. At least 500 migrants
arrive at this terminal every day. Rather than
resolve the numerous well-documented problems
relating to this terminal, the government came up
with plans to build a new terminal for returning
migrants in Ciracas, East Jakarta.  The new
terminal is said to cost IDR17 billion, and reports
of corruption in relation to the project abound.
Although former parliament members disapproved
the project, the MoMT insisted on building it,
citing dubious reasons, including protecting the
safety of migrant workers. 

Another controversial policy is the requirement
imposed in April 2004 that all migrant workers
who want to work in Singapore or Malaysia must
transit through Batam Island. This “one-gate”
policy is controversial because, similar to the
situation at Terminal III, the opportunity for
corruption is undeniable.  Moreover, NGOs do not
have access to the area, and can not monitor what
goes on.  The policy is also detrimental to migrant
workers, as employers are only responsible for
migrants’ transport to and from the host country as
far as Batam.  As many of the migrant workers

Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong participate in a public dialogue on migration-related issues.
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TABLE 4: PLACEMENT BY  JOB FIELD

No Field                 2001 2002 2003 Total

1 Domestic Worker 47,288 69,803 39,112 156,203
2 Baby Sitter 19,777 60,111 21,739 101,627
3 Governess 26,408 71,995 11,100 109,503
4 Governess 36,485 77,500 3,400 117,385
5 Driver 6,025 9,117 4,315 19,457
6 Gardener 815 2,015 3,555 6,385
7 Agriculture and Ranch 60,052 98,300 87,200 245,552
8 Factory workers/Industry 18,111 21,277 41,711 81,099
9 Construction 37,152 38,011 45,777 120,940
10 Medical 8,877 10,760 11,200 30,837
11 Hotel and Restaurant 3,557 2,998 3,976 10,531
12 Flight Attendant 64 443 334 831
13 Cruise Attendant 2,878 3,488 3,271 9,637
14 Cargo ship attendant 410 1,991 2,434 4,835
15 Fisheries 1,100 2,600 3,322 6,922
16 Others 2,019 2,989 2,755 7,763
17 Information Technology 
and Communication 255 672 1,110 2,037
18 Finance/Accountant 2,005 1,911 1,200 5,116
19 Bank 611 977 1,555 3,143
20 Oil, gas and chemical 906 2,034 2,455 5,395
21 Others 2,388 1,411 2,444 6,243

Total 295,148 480,393 293,865 1,069,406

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration
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come from regions far from Batam, those who return
home without money for a wide variety of reasons,
including arbitrary termination, underpayment, and
physical and/or sexual abuse, or who were trafficking
victims, may not have sufficient funds to pay for
transport to their home villages.  These migrants may
be stuck in Batam, an industrial area notorious for
prostitution.  

Responses
Government
Although Indonesia sends migrant workers to over
twenty countries, it has entered into official
agreements with only five countries, namely, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Jordan, Malaysia and the Philippines.
An MoU with Malaysia on the placement of migrant
workers in formal sectors was also ratified in 2003,
although this doesn’t help undocumented Indonesians,
who are among the most vulnerable migrant workers
in the country, as undocumented workers are not
covered by the MoU.

Although the country has long been sending vast
numbers of migrant workers abroad, government
regulations continue to lack protections for migrant
workers.  In September 2004 the Indonesian
government passed Bill No. 39, which regulates the
deployment of Indonesian migrant workers overseas.
This bill was met with resistance by both employment
agencies and migrants’ rights advocates, however,
who have called for the nullification of the bill.  It is
likely that employment agencies are none too pleased
with the stepped up monitoring of their activities,
which they claim makes it difficult to carry on the
business of recruitment and placement.  Migrants’
rights advocates, on the other hand, decry the bill’s
failure to provide necessary protections for workers.
The bill is seen as being too technical in recruitment
and placement regulations, while silent on protecting
the workers themselves.

Encouragingly, local governments in Indonesia
have initiated attempts to provide protection to
migrant workers in lieu of the central government’s
failure to do so.  In Sumbawa, the local government
has issued regulations on the Protection for Indonesian
Migrant Workers Abroad, while South Lampung also
implemented laws which regulate recruitment and
training centers, and provide for administrative
sanctions.  The South Lampung government also

maintains a database on local migrant workers, and
runs facilities to help these workers with any problems
they may encounter.

IGOs
The ILO conducts several programs to combat
trafficking and forced labor, particularly in regard to
child labor including child domestic workers. ILO also
supports Indonesian NGOs such as SBMI in its work,
particularly in regard to advocacy.  IOM also supports
SBMI on advocacy work, as well as in the operation
of a shelter for migrants.  In addition, IOM engages in
anti-trafficking activities. ICMC works to combat
human trafficking, together with ACILS. Their
program includes providing support to NGOs and
trade unions, the promotion of safe migration,
strengthening capacity for return and reintegration,
support for anti-trafficking legislation, and enhancing
coordination and information sharing on trafficking

issues.  Indonesia is one of the target countries of
UNIFEM’s Asia Pacific Regional Programme on
Empowering Women Migrant Workers in Asia,
conducted from 2001-2003.  The program promotes
gender rights, capacity building, dialogue and
organization of women migrant workers, including
domestic workers.

NGOs
Several NGOs in Indonesia provide responses for a
wide range of migrant workers’ issues.  Friends of
Migrant Workers, known as SPM, conducts advocacy,
and networks both in Indonesia and overseas.  SPM
also works to increase migrants’ economic
empowerment, and carries out trainings, information
monitoring and research.  The Indonesian Migrant
Workers’ Consortium, or KOPBUMI, conducts
advocacy against Bill No. 39, as well as local and

TABLE 5: REMITTANCES 1999 – 2003

No Year Total Remittance (US $ Millions)

1 1999 1.109
2 2000 1.164
3 2001 1.9
4 2002 2.1
5 2003 1.49

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration



nation-wide networking to building and strengthen
migrant workers’ organizations.

Center for Indonesian Migrant Workers (CIMW)
also works to strengthen Indonesian migrant workers’
organizations through organizing and training, as does
the Indonesian Migrant Workers’ Trade Union
(SBMI).  SBMI conducts information monitoring as
well as case referral.  Migrant CARE provides a
number of services for migrant workers, including
counseling and case referral.  Its current focus is on
two programs, one for the development of a global
justice discourse for migrant workers, and the other
for the development of advocacy cooperation in
Southeast Asia.  Migrant CARE also maintains a
database on migrant rights violations, recording the
disposition of migrants’ cases filed with their NGO. A
focus on migrant women’s issues is carried out by
Women’s Solidarity (SP), who conducts responses on
women’s politics, trafficking and migration issues,
including migrants’ health.  SP also offers legal aid.
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